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Abstract

A Three Stream Ocean Optics Model: Regional Implementation and

Validation

by

Miles Miller

A three stream irradiance model is implemented and tested to determine its utility

for biogeochemical data assimilation of remote sensing reflectance, Rrs(λ), data in

the California Current System. Two different numerical methods were tested to

solve the model, but the shooting method using a 4th order classical Runge Kutta

scheme was implemented. The optical model solves for Rrs(λ) from the concen-

trations of variable optical constituents and their respective wavelength dependent

light scattering and absorption properties. Using single phytoplankton type absorp-

tion and scattering estimates, the optical model produces Rrs values that correlate

to satellite observed Rrs more closely for certain phytoplankton types than others.

The model produced accurate downward irradiance fields when using observed ab-

sorption and scattering profiles obtained from the Ocean Observatories Initiative’s

Oregon Shelf Surface Piercing Profiler Mooring. Through this forward modeling

based comparison to observations it was found that the optical model can produce

accurate profiles under certain conditions, making it promising for data assimilation

of Rrs, but outstanding issues remain to be addressed, including accurately resolv-

ing community structure, improvements to the parametrization of constituents other

than phytoplankton, and atmospheric influence on surface boundary conditions.
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1

Introduction

Ocean biogeochemical modeling is used to simulate and forecast the evolu-

tion and interactions of physical, chemical, and biological constituents in the ocean,

which can help to predict the occurrence of important marine events. (Song et al.,

2016). Biogeochemical modeling has utility in monitoring ocean ecosystem health,

(Fennel et al., 2019), and in understanding effects of global climate changes, Quéré

et al. (2005). The accuracy of simulating variable dynamics in biogeochemical mod-

els is continually bound by the large numbers of constituents and the complexities of

their often non-linear interactions (Baird, 2010). Data assimilation has been shown

to improve the correlation between biogeochemical observations and model output

through constraint of model trajectory using assimilation to observed data (Edwards

et al., 2015).

Current regional assimilation methods in the California Current System

(CCS) rely on satellite-derived surface measurements of chlorophyll-a (chl-a) for

the assimilation of biological constituents in the Regional Ocean Modeling System

(ROMS) using a log-transformed 4D-Var algorithm, see Song et al. (2016). Satel-
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lite chl-a measurements are derived from wavelength dependent remote sensing re-

flectance data using ocean color chl-a algorithms such as O’Reilly et al. (1998). The

use of remote sensing reflectances (Rrs) could potentially provide a more direct,

adaptable, and broader approach to data assimilation in the California Current Sys-

tem (CCS) over the use of derived chl-a data. The effectiveness of data assimilation

using Rrs in a marine biogeochemical model of the Great Barrier Reef is shown in

Jones et al. (2016).

Assimilation of Rrs requires the use of an optical model to solve for Rrs

from biogeochemical model constituents (Jones et al., 2016). Ocean optics mod-

els such as those described by Sathyendranath & Platt (1997), Dutkiewicz et al.

(2015), Jones et al. (2016), Baird et al. (2016), Gregg & Rousseaux (2017), or Lee

et al. (2002) formulate Rrs from the concentrations of variable optically important

constituents in the ocean water column and their respective wavelength dependent

light scattering and absorption properties. ROMS provides a physical and biogeo-

chemical model framework around which the ocean optics model is built. ROMS

biogeochemical dynamics includes the interactions of large and small phytoplankton,

large and predator zooplankton, particulate and dissolved organic nitrogen, nitrate,

ammonium, silicate, and particulate organic silica. (Kishi et al., 2007) The primary

constituents of interest to an optical model include phytoplankton, CDOM, and de-

tritus as well as the effects of pure seawater (Dutkiewicz et al., 2015). Their are

differences between the variables that are optically important and those that are

biogeochemically important. As a result, accurate parametrization of optical con-

stituents that are not included in the biogeochemical model is a crucial aspect of the

optical model formulation.

The work that follows seeks to apply the three-stream irradiance model
2



described by Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) in the context of its application for data

assimilation of Rrs in ROMS and the CCS. This analysis includes the evaluation

of the numerical methods used to solve the irradiance equations, formulation of

constituent parameterizations, comparison of results using in situ data to satellite

Rrs observations, and model validation against profiled absorption and irradiance

data.
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2

Optical Model

The basis for an ocean optics model lies in solving the interactions of in-

cident light energy with optically active constituents in the water. In addition to

the effects of pure seawater, constituents such as phytoplankton, colored dissolved

organic matter (CDOM), and detritus each play important roles in ocean optics and

remote sensing (Dutkiewicz et al., 2015). The optical models we explore focus on

the absorption and scattering of light in upward and downward directed streams of

irradiance in the water column. The scalar valued irradiance (Wm−2nm−1) streams

represent integrals of vector valued radiance (Wm−2sr−1nm−1) through different

solid angles. Radiance is a function of viewing angle while irradiance is the radio-

metric flux per unit area (Ryer, 1997). The model takes incident irradiance just

below the ocean’s surface as input and returns the upwelling component of the light

that results from the interactions with the various constituents. Two different ir-

radiance stream based models are explained in greater detail in section 2.0.1 and

2.0.2. The ratio of the upward component to the initially downward directed light

is highly sensitive to the spectral absorption and scattering compositions of the liv-

4



Figure 2.1: The interactions of the three irradiance streams within the absorption

and scattering layers of the water column. The green, blue, and red arrows designate

the downward direct, downward diffuse, and upwelling streams respectively. The

horizontal arrows represent the coupling of the different streams within the layer.

The black box shows an example of different phytoplankton constituents. The black,

dashed circle demonstrates the formulation of Rrs from the surface values of the three

irradiance streams.

ing and non-living constituent concentrations. The ratio of downward and upward

surface irradiance is then used to formulate Rrs that is comparable to Rrs observed

by satellite.
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Finally, Rrs can be translated into surface chl-a using algorithms that rely

on empirically derived relationships between Rrs at different wavelengths and in

situ chl-a observations. The optical model can be divided into three main stages:

the estimation of absorption and scattering from optically important constituent

concentrations and parametrizations, solving the radiative transfer equations for

absorption and scattering dependent irradiance fields, and translating resulting irra-

diance to RRs and chl-a. The following sections describe the different methods used

for each stage.

2.0.1 Three Stream Model

Our three-stream irradiance model is the same as described by Dutkiewicz

et al. (2015). The three stream model is composed of two downward irradiance

streams (downward direct, Ed(λ, z), and downward diffuse, Es(λ, z)) and one upward

irradiance stream (upwelling, Eu(λ, z)). Following Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) the three

stream irradiance model is written as,

dEd(λ, z)

dz
=

a(λ, z) + b(λ, z)

ν̄d
Ed(λ, z) (2.1)

dEs(λ, z)

dz
=

a(λ, z) + rsbb(λ, z)

ν̄s
Es(λ, z)−

rubb(λ, z)

ν̄u
Eu(λ, z)−

bf (λ, z)

ν̄d
Ed(λ, z)

(2.2)

dEu(λ, z)

dz
= −a(λ, z) + rubb(λ, z)

ν̄u
Eu(λ, z) +

rsbb(λ, z)

ν̄s
Es(λ, z) +

bb(λ, z)

ν̄d
Ed(λ, z),

(2.3)

where a and b are the total absorption and scattering of the modeled water column,

including both forward bf and backward bb scattering. The downward direct irradi-

ance, Ed(λ, z) is represented by an independent differential equation (equation 2.1),

6



with the decay rate with depth directly proportional to its own amplitude and to

the sum of the absorption and scattering. In contrast, the downward diffuse and

upwelling irradiances, Es(λ, z) and Eu(λ, z) respectively, form a coupled, two-point

boundary value problem (equations 2.2-2.3). The downward diffuse irradiance decays

with depth due to absorption and backscatter of Es(λ, z) specifically (with its for-

ward scattered component remaining within Es(λ, z) to deeper layers); meanwhile,

increases in Es(z, λ) with depth result from backscattered upwelling irradiance irra-

diance and forward scattered downward irradiance. Similarly, the upward irradiance

decays in the upward direction due to its own absorption and backscattering and in-

creases in the upward direction due to backscattered Es(λ, z) and Ed(λ, z). Variables

rs, ru, and rd are effective scattering coefficients and ν̄d, ν̄s, and ν̄u are the average

cosines described by Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) with values provided in table 2.1. The

effective scattering coefficients represent corrections to the backward scattering and

are derived constants following Aas (1987). The three stream equations are derived

from the classical radiative transfer equation under the assumption that the ocean is

optically isotropic (Dutkiewicz et al., 2015). Figure 2.1 schematically diagrams the

interactions between these three streams. Example solutions of the three streams for

different phytoplankton profiles are shown in figure 2.3 and figure 2.4. The opposite

vertical coordinate construction of Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) is taken, defining z to

be negative below the sea surface and decreasing downward.

The total absorption is written as a sum of the absorption due to pure sea-

water, awat, shown in figure 2.2.a, and the absorption due to the constituents within

the water column, including but not limited to the absorption due to phytoplankton,

aphy, and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), aCDOM. The scattering is the

sum of the scattering due to water, bwat, and the scattering due to phytoplankton,
7



Constant Value

rd 1.0

rs 1.5

ru 3.0

ν̄d 0.8

ν̄s 0.83

ν̄u 0.4

Table 2.1: The values of constant effective scattering coefficients and average cosines

(following Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) and Aas (1987)).

bphy. Other optical models include estimates of absorption and scattering due to de-

tritus (e.g., Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) and Baird et al. (2016)). The total absorption

(m−1) and total scattering (m−1) used in the optical model are as follows,

a(λ) = awat(λ) + aphy(λ) + acdom(λ) (2.4)

b(λ) = bwat(λ) + bphy(λ). (2.5)

The total absorption and scattering from all phytoplankton types is the sum

of the absorption and scattering of each respective type within a given community,

aphy =

Nphy∑
i

αphyi(λ)ρphyi(z) (2.6)

bphy =

Nphy∑
i

βphyi(λ)ρphyi(z), (2.7)

where ρ(z) designates the concentration of the phytoplankton type in units of mil-

ligrams of Chla per cubic meter and α(λ) and β(λ) are coefficients that describe the

spectrally dependent absorption and scattering (shown in 2.2). Coefficients for dif-
8



Figure 2.2: a) The absorption and scattering due to pure seawater plot as a func-

tion of wavelengths from 400-700 nm. b) The phytoplankton specific absorption

coefficient, α, for different wavelengths. Each line corresponds to a species of phyto-

plankton including synechococcus, low light prochlorococcus, high light prochloro-

coccus, diatom, coccolithophores, trichodesimium, large eukaryotes, and a ’generic’

mean coefficient. c) The phytoplankton specific scattering coefficient, β, for different

wavelengths and the same species as previously designated.

ferent phytoplankton types and their spectral dependence are shown in figure 2.2.b

and 2.2.c. Backscattering is taken to be a function of phytoplankton type-specific,

equivalent spherical diameter (ESD), µm, following Whitmire et al. (2010) as,

bbphy = bphy(4.390× 10−3 × ESD0.432), (2.8)

with the approximate ESD for the different phytoplankton types provided in table

2.2.

Back-scattering has also been estimated in other ways. Morel et al. (2002)

estimates back-scattering as a function of chl-a concentration, Dutkiewicz et al.

(2015) estimates it from an inversion of observed downwelling irradiance and zenith-

ward radiance, and lastly Baird et al. (2016) as a function of cellular carbon content.

The forward scattering is simply, bf = b−bb. It is assumed that the ratio of backward
9



Phytoplankton Type ESD [µm]

HLPro 0.6

LLPro 0.6

Cocco 4

Diat 17

Generic 10

Syn 0.98

Lgeuk 27.64

Tricho 6.00

Table 2.2: The equivalent spherical diameter (ESD) of the different phytoplankton

types.

scattering to forward scattering is constant across wavelengths.

Properly resolving CDOM is of significant importance to accurate light

dynamics, “CDOM has been demonstrated to exert primary control on ocean color

by its absorption of light energy, which matches or exceeds that of phytoplankton

pigments in most cases” (Nelson & Siegel, 2013). Nelson & Siegel (2013) also explains

that while CDOM was once thought to have mainly terrestrial influence, recent work

has shown that “Autochthonous production dominates the surface ocean signal in

the subtropics” (Nelson & Siegel, 2013). Thus an accurate representation of CDOM

is important not only for the coastal region, but for the regional deep ocean domain

as well. The absorption from CDOM is preliminarily estimated as a function of

chlorophyll-a concentration following Stramska & Stramski (2005),

aCDOM(λ, z) = 0.012(Chla(z))0.65e−0.014(λ−440). (2.9)

10



Other approximations to CDOM absorption include parameterizing CDOM con-

centration as a function of salinity (Baird et al., 2016) and using a CDOM-based

reference absorption (Dutkiewicz et al., 2015).

2.0.2 Two Stream Model

The three stream model can also be simplified into a two stream model,

composed of one upward and one downward stream. This approach more closely

follows the work of Sathyendranath & Platt (1998) and Sathyendranath & Platt

(1997), but with coefficients translated to mimic those of Dutkiewicz et al. (2015).

Instead of partitioning the downward stream into its diffuse and direct components,

the two stream variant of the light model solves the downwelling and upwelling

streams to give the following set of two equations,

dEd

dz
=

a+ bb
ν̄d

Ed (2.10)

dEu

dz
=

a+ bb
ν̄u

Eu +
bb
ν̄d

Ed. (2.11)

The two stream model offers computational utility in the uncoupling of the diffuse

and upwelling streams. This uncoupling forms a system of two equations to be solved

as two initial value problems instead of a boundary value problem. From here out

the three stream model will be the basis set of equations to be solved for the optical

model. The two stream will be referred to for its utility in special cases.

2.1 Solving Three Stream Equations

The three stream model is solved in the context of its application to the

ROMS biogeochemical model. The downward direct stream, equation 2.1, can be

solved independently from the set of coupled equations that describe Ed and Es11



(equations 2.2 and 2.3), which are solved as a two dimensional, two point boundary

value problem. Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 can be rewritten in vector form following

Dutkiewicz et al. (2015),

dEd

dz
= CdEd (2.12)

dE

dz
= ME+ I, (2.13)

with boundary conditions designated by,

Ed(z = 0) = Ed0, Es(z = 0) = Es0, Eu(z = H) = 0 (2.14)

where,

E =

Es

Eu

 , M =

Cs −Bu

Bs −Cu

 , I =

−Fd

Bd

Ed, (2.15)

and,

Cs =
a+ rsbb

ν̄s
, Bu =

rubb
ν̄u

, Fd =
bf
ν̄d

, (2.16)

Bs =
rsbb
ν̄s

, Cu =
a+ rubb

ν̄u
, Bd =

bb
ν̄d

(2.17)

2.1.1 Analytical Solution

In the case of constant absorption and scattering, either as the result of a

pure seawater column or constant constituent profiles, an analytical solution can be

derived. The solution for Ed is solved independently as an exponential decay of the

downward direct light field,

Ed = Ed0e
Cdz. (2.18)

The analytical solution for Es and Eu is solved as the sum of the homogeneous and

particular solution to equation 2.13 following Dutkiewicz et al. (2015). The solution
12



Figure 2.3: The analytical solution of the three stream model assuming a constant

absorption and scattering for six differrent wavelengths. The irradiancve streams

shown are normalized such that Es0 + Ed0 = 1 where for this case Ed0 = 0.7 and

Es0 = 0.3. a) Phytoplankton b) Downward direct irradiance. c) Downward diffuse

irradiance d) Total downward irradiance (sum of downward direct and downward

diffuse). e) Uppwelling irradiance stream. The irradiance streams are normalized

such that Ed0 + Es0 = 1 as explained in 2.3

takes the following form,

E = c1e
κ1zv1 + c2e

κ2zv2 +

x
y

Ed (2.19)

within eiegenvalue, eigenvector pairs given by,

κ1 = D − Cu, v1 =

 1

Bs
D

 (2.20)

κ2 = Cs −D, v2 =

Bu
D

1

 (2.21)

13



where,

D =
1

2

[
Cs + Cu +

√
(Cu + Cs)2 − 4BsBu

]
, (2.22)

and,x
y

 =
1

BsBu − (Cs − Cd)(Cu + Cd)

−(Cu + Cd) Bu

−Bs (Cs − Cd)


 Fd

−Bd

 (2.23)

and constants of integration given by,

c2 =
Es0e

κ1H
(
Bs
D

)
− xEd0e

κ1H
(
Bs
D

)
+ yEd(z = H)(

BuBs
D2

)
eκ1H − eκ2H

(2.24)

c1 = Es0 − xEd0 − c2
Bu

D
(2.25)

This analytical solution provides a means of solving the three stream irradiance field

for constant absorption and scattering. This solution is demonstrated for a constant

diatom phytoplankton profile in figure 2.3. The figure shows the three different irra-

diance streams as well as the sum of the two downward streams for six wavelengths.

It is shown that the total downward irradiance (Ed+Es) of longer (red) wavelengths

attenuates more rapidly than that of the shorter (blue and green) wavelengths—

this aligns with qualitative expectations of light dynamics in the ocean. In a true

ocean modeling setting, the absorption and scattering will be non-constant, discrete,

profiles, and therefore it is necessary to procure numerical solutions that are both

accurate and stable.

2.1.2 Numerical Solutions

In the ocean, the absorption and scattering are variable profiles—functions

of the concentrations of the different constituents—and thus equations 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

are solved via numerical methods. We formulate a constituent based vertical grid
14



and solve the three stream model using two different numerical methods, namely

the shooting method and a semi-analytic inversion.

Numerical Grid Formulation

The vertical grid used for the computation of numerical solutions of the

three stream model is constructed to a relative attenuation depth, HA, that is either

less than or equal to depth of the ocean floor, H. Due to the exponential decay of

light in the water column, see 2.18 and figures 2.3, 2.4, the irradiance will often at-

tenuate within a few tens to hundreds of meters (depending on the optical properties

of the water). The bottom of the ocean’s euphotic zone is taken to be the depth at

which 1% of the surface light energy penetrates the water column (Lorenzen, 1972)

and the euphotic zone for ocean environments from coastal opaque to oligotrophic

clear waters varies from around 4.3 to 82.0 meters (Lee et al., 2007). On the other

hand, the ocean floor in ROMS for the west coast domain reaches an upwards of

4,000 meters below the surface. In order to conserve computational resources it is

only necessary to solve the light field to HA instead of H. This choice also prevents

numerical iterations for extended steps around near zero irradiance levels, which was

found to support the numerical stability of the solution. The solution was unaffected

by solving to HA instead of H. In the case that H is less than HA such as near

shore portions of the regional domain, H was simply used instead.

HA is wavelength-dependent and is taken to be the depth at which the

total downward irradiance reaches 0.1 % of its surface value. That is z = HA such

that,

Ed(z = HA, λ) + Es(z = HA, λ)

Ed0 + Es0
= 0.001. (2.26)

15



This attenuation depth is found by numerically integrating equation 2.10 using the

classical explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method. The grid is composed

of a logarithmic spacing, mimicking the attenuating nature of the light fields. Thus

the grids resolution is finest near the surface at high light field dynamics and then

decays exponentially with depth. The log spacing and wavelength dependent HA

grid are demonstrated in figure 2.4. Finally, the grid is oriented to align with that

of the ROMS vertical grid, with z[k=0] = HA and z[k=N−1] = 0.

Downward Direct

The downward direct stream, equation 2.10, is solved for independently as

an initial value problem, with Ed0 as the initial value and using explicit RK4. The

IVP is iterated from the surface downward to the bottom of the water column. The

numerical solution to equation 2.13 is solved using two different methods described

in the next sections.

Shooting Method

The first numerical method used to solve the coupled diffuse and upwelling

streams (solving the two-point boundary value problem of equation 2.13) is the

shooting method. The shooting method formulates the boundary value problem

(BVP) into a series of converging initial value problem (IVP) ’shots’ by guessing

the unknown boundary values at one boundary then iterating the IVP to the other

boundary. For a given guess or iteration thereafter, the problem becomes a root

finding problem in which the minimization of discrepancy between required bound-

ary condition (BC) and solved boundary value (BV) at the final boundary is sought.

This is achieved through iterative adjustments to the starting BV (Press et al.,
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Figure 2.4: The three stream solution for an artificial phytoplankton profile with a

sub-surface maximum in concentration. The solution assumes a single synechococ-

cus phytoplankton type without the inclusion of CDOM or detritus. a) Artificial

phytoplankton profile. b) Downward direct irradiance stream. c) Downward diffuse

stream. d) Total downward irradiance, Ed+Es. e) Upwelling irradiance stream. Six

different wavelength solutions are provided with their line color correlating to their

true optical color. The logarithmic grid spacing is shown by the points on each line,

with the solution computed to a depth HA which is shallower for longer wavelengths

and deeper for shorter wavelengths.

2007). We implement the secant method for our root finding approach, as described

by Venturi (2022). Given the nature of the problem and the provided BCs there are

two different directions in which shots can be taken to solve equation 2.13. Shots

can be taken by iterating the IVP shots vertically upwards or downwards with each

method described separately as follows.

The shooting down version works by guessing the unknown of Eu(z = 0)

and using the known BC of Es(z = 0) = Es0 to formulate equation 2.13 into an IVP
17



to be iterated from the surface down the water column. The bottom BC Eu(z =

HA) = 0 is then used as the metric for closeness of each shot’s accuracy, which

defines an error function between the resulting BV from the IVP solution and the

required bottom BC (Venturi, 2022). The error function is given by,

J(E[j]
u ) = Eu(z = HA, E

[j]
u (z = 0))− 0 (2.27)

= Eu(z = HA, E
[j]
u (z = 0)), (2.28)

where j represents the iteration, i.e., the current shot of the shooting method. The

secant routine becomes,

E[j+1]
u (z = 0) = E[j]

u (z = 0)− E
[j]
u (z = 0)− E

[j−1]
u (z = 0)

J(E
[j]
u )− J(E

[j−1]
u )

, (2.29)

which requires the two different initial guesses. By performing this shooting down

iteratively, a solution is converged upon such that, limj→∞ J(E
[j]
u ) = 0.

On the other hand, the shooting up version works by guessing the unknown

boundary value of Es(z = HA) and using the known BC Eu(z = HA) = 0 to

formulate equation 2.13 into an IVP to be iterated from the attenuation depth

vertically upward to the surface. This approach gives an error function, using Es(z =

0) = Es0 as the metric of fit, as follows,

J(E[j]
s ) = Es(z = 0, E[j]

s (z = HA))− Es0. (2.30)

the secant method then becomes,

E[j+1]
s (z = HA) = E[j]

s (z = HA)−
E

[j]
s (z = HA)− E

[j−1]
s (z = HA)

J(E
[j]
s )− J(E

[j−1]
s )

. (2.31)

This sequence converges onto the solution in limj→∞ J(E
[j]
s ) = 0.

For both shooting methods the classical explicit RK4 scheme is used for

integrating the IVP in each shot. Furthermore, both shooting method versions are
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guaranteed to converge in a finite number of shots—two initial guesses and one final

solution iteration— because the system of equations 2.13 is linear at both boundaries

(Press et al., 2007). This guarantee of convergence in a small number of shots proves

to be an advantageous trait of the method.

Semi-analytic Inversion

The second numerical method implemented follows (Dutkiewicz et al.,

2015), solving the analytical solution within each computational layer, k,

E = c
[k]
1 e−κ

[k]
1 (z−z[k])v1 + c

[k]
2 eκ

[k]
2 (z−z[k+1])v2 +

x[k]
y[k]

Ed(z). (2.32)

The eigenvectors are rewritten in the following form,

v1 =

 1

Bs
D

 =

 1

r1

 (2.33)

v2 =

Bu
D

1

 =

r2
1

 . (2.34)

The boundary conditions given by equations 2.14 become desginated at compute

layers k = 0 and k = N − 1 as follows,

c
[0]
1 + r

[0]
2 e−κ

[0]
2 z[0] = Es0 − x[0]Ed0 (2.35)

c
[N−1]
2 = 0 (2.36)

Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) enforces continuity at the computational bound-

aries in order to solve for the constants of integration within each layer,

e−κ
[k]
1 (z[k+1]−z[k])c

[k]
1 + r

[k]
2 c

[k]
2 + x[k]Ed(z

[k+1]) = (2.37)

c
[k+1]
1 + eκ

[k+1]
2 (z[k+1]−z[k+2])r

[k+1]
2 c

[k+1]
2 + x[k+1]Ed(z

[k+1])
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e−κ
[k]
1 (z[k+1]−z[k])r

[k]
1 c

[k]
1 + c

[k]
2 + y[k]Ed(z

[k+1]) = (2.38)

r
[k+1]
1 c

[k+1]
1 + eκ

[k+1]
2 (z[k+1]−z[k+2])c

[k+1]
2 + x[k+1]Ed(z

[k+1]).

Following Dutkiewicz et al. (2015), based on the work of Kylling et al.

(1995) and Toon et al. (1989), the coupled equations 2.37 and 2.38 are reduced to a

tridiagonal system as follows,

e−κ
[k]
1 (z[k+1]−z[k])(1− r

[k]
1 r

[k+1]
2 )c

[k]
1 + (r

[k]
2 − r

[k+1]
2 )c

[k]
2 − (1− r

[k+1]
1 r

[k+1]
2 )c

[k+1]
1 =(

x[k+1] − x[k] − (y[k+1] − y[k])r
[k+1]
2

)
Ed(z

[k+1])

(2.39)

(1− r
[k]
1 r

[k]
2 )c

[k]
2 − (r

[k+1]
1 − r

[k]
1 )c

[k+1]
1 − e−κ

[k+1]
2 (z[k+2]−z[k+1])(1− r

[k+1]
2 r

[k]
1 )c

[k+1]
2 =(

y[k+1] − y[k] − (x[k+1] − x[k])r
[k]
1

)
Ed(z

[k+1])

(2.40)

This tridiagonal system is then solved through an inversion of the matrix

via an LU-decomposition algorithm. The solutions for c
[k]
1 and c

[k]
2 are then applied

to the general solution in equation 2.32 which can then be solved to give Es and Eu

at any z. This semi-analytic inversion solution will hereafter be referred to as the

Dutkiewicz solution.

Numerical Sensitivity

The sensitivity of each method— shooting down, shooting up, and Dutkiewicz—

to grid resolution is shown in figure 2.5.a and 2.5.b. Each method is implemented

for a constant diatom absorption and scattering profile of 1 mgChla m−3. The error
20



Figure 2.5: Sensitivity and efficiency of the different methods when compared to

the analytical solution. a) Sensitivity to grid resolution for the wavelength of 443

nm. The y-axis is designated by the error function equation 2.41. b) Sensitivity to

vertical grid resolution for the wavelength of 551 nm. c) The mean compute time

per profile of the different methods.

of each method from the analytical solution is the taken as the mean of the RMS of

the fractional bias across streams of each method such that,

Eerr =
1

2

[
RMS

(
Euanalytical

− Eunumerical

Eu0analytical

)
+RMS

(
Esanalytical − Esnumerical

Es0analytical

)]
.

(2.41)

The Dutkiewicz solution is more accurate than the shooting method for the

same resolution grid (figures 2.5.a and 2.5.b); however, the improved accuracy comes

with much greater computational cost that does not scale well with resolution as

shown in figure 2.5.c. Using a logarithmic grid spacing greatly improves the accuracy

of the two shooting method versions as shown by the dashed lines in figures 2.5.a

and 2.5.b. The logarithmic grid actually worsens the accuracy of the Dutkiewicz
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solution, most likely a repercussion of a poorer conditioned tridiagonal coefficient

matrix.

While the Dutkiewicz solution provides an elegant and accurate means to

solve the three stream model, the shooting up method is used as the default numer-

ical solution in the optical model implementation into ROMS and further studies.

This choice is due to the following advantages of the shooting method: the shooting

method is fairly robust, easy to implement, computationally inexpensive, and does

not involve an inversion. The shooting method also benefits from a predetermined

number of iterations since the system is linear (Press et al., 2007). Through the im-

plementation of a convergence test, the stability and accuracy of the method could

be assured. The decision between shooting up and shooting down is motivated by

the shooting up method performing better during stability tests at extremely low

resolution. Finally, the shooting method is easily adaptable for improvements to ac-

curacy and stability by using different IVP methods such as higher order or implicit

schemes.

2.2 Estimating Rrs from Simulated Irradiance

The solution to the three irradiance streams must be translated into Rrs in

order to be compared or assimilated with satellite ocean color data. Rrs is defined as

the ratio of the water leaving radiance, Lu(0
+, θ, ϕ, λ), to the downward irradiance,

Ed(0
+, λ), at a particular point just above the ocean surface (Mobley, 2021),

Rrs(0
+, θ, ϕ, λ) ≡ Lu(0

+, θ, ϕ, λ)

Ed(0+, λ) + Es(0+, λ)
, (2.42)

where 0+ designates the irradiance and radiance fields are just above the surface of

the water. Two conversions are necessary to produce an Rrs from the three stream
22



solution output that is analogous to equation 2.42, the observed Rrs provided by

satellite data. The first being the conversion of the upwelling irradiance, Eu, into

upwelling radiance, Lu. The second conversion takes Rrs from just below the surface

(Rrs(0
−, θ, ϕ, λ)) to Rrs just above the surface (Rrs(0

+, θ, ϕ, λ)). To convert Eu to

Lu, a bidirectional function, Q, is used that defines the ratio between Eu(0
−, λ) and

Lu(0
−, θ, ϕ, λ) (Morel & Gentili, 1993). Lu(0

−, θ, ϕ, λ) is then written as,

Lu(0
−, θ, ϕ, λ) =

Eu(0
−, λ)

Q
. (2.43)

The value of Q varies from 3 to 5 sr, but it has been shown by Dutkiewicz et al.

(2018) and Lee et al. (2002) that the conversion to Rrs is insensitive to variation

in the value of Q. We assume a median value of Q = 4 sr. Equation 2.42 can

subsequently be rewritten in terms of the upwelling irradiance as follows,

Rrs(λ, 0
−) =

1

Q

Eu(0
−, λ)

Ed(0−, λ) + Es(0−, λ)
=

1

Q

Eu0(λ)

Ed0(λ) + Es0(λ)
, (2.44)

The second conversion takes Rrs from just below the surface (Rrs(0
−, λ)) to Rrs

just above the surface (Rrs(0
+, λ)). Following Lee et al. (2002) the transformation

is given by,

Rrs(λ, 0
+) =

0.52Rrs(λ, 0
−)

(1− 1.7Rrs(λ, 0−))
. (2.45)

This set of translations from Eu to Lu and Rrs(0
−, λ) to Rrs(0

+, λ) formulates the

optically modeled irradiance into a Rrs comparable to that observed by satellite.

2.3 Normalized and Directional Surface Irradiance

The optical model of Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) relies upon the use of an at-

mospheric radiative transfer model, namely OASIM, in order to produce the surface
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Figure 2.6: The sensitivity of Rrs to the directional choices for surface irradiance for

different wavelengths. The top x-axis displays the value of surface diffuse Es0 and

the bottom x-axis displays the value of the surface direct Ed0. The total downward

irradiance at the surface remains constant with Ed0 + Es0 = 1.

irradiance values for the diffuse and downward streams, Es0 and Ed0 respectively.

The implementation of surface irradiance values in our model relies on the nature

of the calculation of the desired output, Rrs. As apparent in equation 2.44, Rrs

is a function of the ratio of the upwelling irradiance at the surface to the sum of

the two downward irradiance streams at the surface. The functional dependence

on the dimensionless ratio, Eu0
Es0+Ed0

allows us to represent the irradiance streams in

terms of normalized irradiance such that each stream is divided by Ed0 +Es0. This

approach allows for the setting of an arbitrary Ed0 + Es0 = 1 without affecting the

Rrs. However, this does not solve the directional problem with regard to the ratio of

diffuse to downward direct irradiance. The ratio of diffuse to downward irradiance

varies with a dependence on the state of the atmosphere including the time of day,
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wavelength, levels of atmospheric gases, clouds, and aerosols (Gregg & Rousseaux,

2016).

While the directional component of the downward surface irradiance does

vary, the solution for Rrs from the three stream model is fairly insensitive to large

changes in the ratio of diffuse and direct downward irradiance. Rrs’s dependence,

or rather independence, to the ratio of diffuse and direct is illustrated in figure 2.6.

The Rrs is calculated as a function of different ratios of Ed0 and Es0 for different

wavelengths with constant 1 mg chl-a m−3 diatom profiles. The shorter wavelengths

show a higher dependence on Es0/Ed0 than longer wavelengths. Even so, the largest

dependence is seen in wavelength 410nm, which between extremes of 100% Es0

and 100% Ed0 returns less than a 22% change in Rrs. However, this small change

could be important for the OCx alorithm, described in the next section, which

uses a ratio of blue and green Rrs. Using this result Es0/Ed0 is set constant with

Ed0 = 0.7 and Es0 = 0.3 which mimics the conditions of a clear sky (Wald, 2018).

It is shown in Gregg & Casey (2009) that the total surface irradiance Ed0 + Es0

changes significantly with wavelength, but for given atmospheric conditions Es0
Ed0

is

fairly independent between wavelengths 440-700. Gregg & Casey (2009) also shows

the significant difference in Es0
Ed0

as a result of atmospheric conditions, with majority

diffuse on cloudy days and majority direct on clear days. For the purpose of satellite

comparison, we assume cloud free atmospheric conditions since ocean color satellite

observations are cloud free Jouini et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.7: The relationship of chl-a and Rrs ratios for the optical model and for the

NASA OCx algorithm. The differently styled black lines show chl-a as an output

of the OCx algorithm for different ratios of Rrs. Each differently styled black line

corresponds to a sensor-specific set of coefficients as provided by table 2.3. The

colored lines show a ratio of Rrs as a an output of the three stream model for

different constant chl-a values. Each differently colored line corresponds to a specific

phytoplankton type.

2.4 OCx Chlorophyll-a Ocean Color Algorithm

Satellite-observed chl-a is derived from observed Rrs using algorithms that

rely on empirically derived coefficients from in situ and satellite Rrs observations

such as that described by O’Reilly et al. (2000) and Werdell & Bailey (2005). Using

such a tool to derive chl-a surface concentrations from modeled Rrs provides enables

the comparison of optical model output to in situ chlorophyll-a. The ocean color

algorithm used for this purpose is the NASA OCx algorithm, as described by O’Reilly
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et al. (1998). The OCx algorithm is a function of Rrs values for green and blue

wavelengths, where Rrs(λgreen) is sensor-specific and Rrs(λblue) is the largest Rrs

value of two or three sensor-specific blue wavelengths as shown in table 2.3 taken from

the NASA Ocean Color Website 1. Sensor-specific refers to the fact that satellites

observed ocean color (Rrs) differently and at different wavelengths. Each satellite

has an intrinsic set of coefficients to account for these sensor based differences.

The concentration of chl-a is calculated in the OCx algorithim as a “fourth-order

polynomial relationship” as follows,

log10(ca) = a0 +
4∑

i=1

ai

(
log10

(
Rrs(blue)

Rrs(green)

))i

, (2.46)

where ca is the concentration of chl-a per cubic meter1. The coefficients a0, a1, a2,

a3, and a4 are also sensor-specific as shown in table 2.3. This conversion from Rrs to

chl-a allows for the direct comparison of Rrs values calculated from the light model

to in situ chlorophyll-a values. It also allows for the comparison of satellite-derived

chlorophyll-a estimates to optical model estimates.

Method blue [nm] green [nm] a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

OC4 Rrs(443, 490, 510) Rrs(555) 0.33 -2.99 2.72 -1.22 -0.57

OC3V Rrs(443, 486) Rrs(550) 0.22 -2.47 1.59 -0.43 -0.78

OC4E Rrs(443, 490, 510) Rrs(560) 0.33 -2.77 2.44 -1.13 -0.50

OC3M Rrs(443, 488) Rrs(547) 0.24 - 2.74 1.80 0.00 -1.23

Table 2.3: The sensor specific OCx ocean color algorithm coefficients. Coefficients

are provided by the NASA Ocean Color Website1.

Using the OCx algorithm the relationship between Rrs(blue)
Rrs(green)

and Chla is

1NASA Ocean Color Website https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/atbd/chlor_a/
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demonstrated for different sensors in figure 2.7 . Also on that same figure the inverse

dependence, Rrs ratio as a function of constant chlorophyll-a profiles, as computed

by the optical model for different phytoplankton types is plotted. For values less

than 1 mg Chl-a m−1 the OCx and three stream model do not correlate well; however

values above 1 mg Chl-a m−1 OCx and the model do correlate well.

An exact correlation is not expected since the OCx method is derived from

ocean observed data and represents surface chl-a values, not subsurface. In the

ocean chl-a profiles are generally not constant, exhibiting concentrations that de-

crease away from the surface or have subsurface maxima. The structure of the

profile has been shown to influence Rrs (Stramska & Stramski, 2005). Thus figure

2.7 should be examined under pretense that the profiles input to the three stream

model are constant with depth and that is analogous but does not necessarily corre-

late with the surface valued chl-a concentrations computed by the OCx algorithm.

Also, natural water samples have a phytoplankton community, detritus, CDOM, and

other unresolved constituents, which are not represented in the single phytoplankton

results shown here, but inevitably influence empirical results. This systemic differ-

ence exists between the chl-a input to the model and the chl-a it produces using the

OCx algorithm. For our calculation of chl-a from modeled Rrs we follow Jones et al.

(2016) and implement the OC3M coefficients.
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Figure 3.1: The results of applying the optical model to a single time step of the

biogeochemical model. The top row (From left to right) shows the OCx chl-a derived

from optical model Rrs, the chl-a of the biogeochemical model large phytoplankton

class, the chl-a of the biogeochemical small phytoplankton class. The bottom row

shows the optical model Rrs for wavelengths (left to right) 443 nm, 551 nm, 638 nm.

3

Validation of the Optical Model

The optical model is coupled to a regional model of the CCS which spans

the west coast of the United States. The regional model constructed with ROMS
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simulates the coupled physical and biogeochemical dynamics of the west coast do-

main, including two groups of phytoplankton species, namely, nanophytoplankton

(assumed to be synechococcus) and diatoms. The surface concentrations of diatoms

and nanophytoplankton are shown in 3.1. From the output of the three dimensional

biogeochemical model, one can use the optical model to calculate irradiance pro-

files and formulate Rrs. The optical model Rrs output is shown in figure 3.1. This

includes Rrs for three different wavelengths and OCx calculated surface chl-a.

While the optical model could be implemented for the assimilation of Rrs

to correct fields, it would be difficult to ascertain whether discrepancies result from

the inaccurate outputs of the biogeochemical model or inaccuracies with the optical

model implementation. Thus, it is necessary to test the stand-alone optical model

by using observations as input and comparing output to either in situ or satellite

observations. A correlation of optical model output to observations would provide

validation of the model and would ensure confidence in the use of the optical model

to formulate accurate estimations of Rrs from biogeochemical model variables in

data assimilation.

Section 3.1 uses in situ cruise and satelitte observations to validate the

implementation of all three stages (absorption and scattering estimations, irradiance

solutions, and translation to Rrs and chl-a) of the optical model together. Section

3.2 uses anchored profiler data to validate the first two stages of the optical model

separately. Together, these validation efforts provide a comprehensive study on

the implementation of the ocean optics model and its utility for future assimilation

purposes.
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Figure 3.2: The locations of different CalCOFI cruise casts as well as their accom-

panying surface chlorophyll-a concentrations. Many of the casts overlap each other

with similar cast positions being used in over the temporal extent of the data set.

3.1 CalCOFI and CCI Validation

To validate the optical model requires two separate data observations: in

situ observations of water constituents (to calculate absorption and scattering pro-

files) and satellite ocean color observations (for comparison of model output). This

work aims to validate all stages of the optical model, including the estimation of

absorption and scattering from constituents, solving the three stream irradiance

equations, and the translation of irradiance fields to Rrs and chl-a.
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3.1.1 Data Acquisition

For constituent profiles, chl-a profile data is obtained from a series of Cali-

fornia Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) cruises1. The profiles

correspond to individual casts taken at locations in a portion of the west coast do-

main as shown in figure 3.2. Satellite observations (Rrs and chl-a) are obtained from

the Ocean Colour Climate Change Initiative (CCI) project database2. CCI provides

a data set of daily ocean color observations composed of different sensors including

VIIRS, MODIS, MERIS, OLCI, and SeaWiFS. For each CalCOFI cast a nearest

neighbor (in both space and time) CCI observation was found. Since the tempo-

ral resolution of the CCI data is 24 hours, the CCI and CalCOFI nearest neighbor

match is bounded by 12 hours in time. Furthermore, the spatial match is restricted

such that the nearest CCI observation is within a 2 km radius of the CalCOFI cast

location. We consider all CalCOFI cast data from years 2012-2019 and are able to

match 29% of casts with a CCI satellite observation for a total of 628 validation

data points.

3.1.2 Implementing the Optical Model

The optical model is solved under the assumption that the chl-a in situ

profile is composed of a single phytoplankton type such that,

aphy = αphyi(λ)ρphyi(z) (3.1)

bphy = βphyi(λ)ρphyi(z). (3.2)

1https://calcofi.org/

2https://www.oceancolour.org/
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Figure 3.3: The CCI Rrs, x-axis, compared to optically modeled synechococcus

Rrs, y-axis, for different wavelengths. The best fit lines for each Rrs wavelength

comparison are plotted as well, the slopes, m, and intercepts, b, are designated in

the legend of the figure. Wavelength marker colors correspond to their true optical

color.

This results in a set of irradiance field solutions that are converted to wavelength

and phytoplankton type dependent Rrs at each CalCOFI cast location. The CCI

data contains Rrs at wavebands of 412 nm, 443 nm, 490 nm, 510 nm, 560 nm, and

665 nm. The optical model is run for all CCI wavelengths. Finally, modeled Rrs is

translated into chl-a using the OCx algorithm, equation 2.46. The model is run for

all 628 CalCOFI profile and CCI validation points.
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3.1.3 Rrs Correlation

The correlation between modeled Rrs using CalCOFI chl-a profile input

and CCI satellite measured Rrs is shown for synechococcus in figure 3.3. While the

correlation is imperfect for some wavelengths and better for others, there are some

important takeaways. First, the Rrs behaves as expected over different wavelengths,

with shorter wavelengths producing higher Rrs and longer wavelengths producing

smaller Rrs; this was also shown in Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) on a global scale. For

the majority of the wavelengths the slope of the best fit line is positive indicating

the correct relationship with increasing CCI Rrs. This wavelength based correlation

structure is quite different for each of the eight modeled phytoplankton types.

To illustrate the correlation across all phytoplankton types, the relative

mean bias (RMB) and the root mean square relative error (RMSRE) between mod-

eled and observed Rrs are shown for each CCI wavelength and each phytoplankton

type in figure 3.4. Even though correlation overall is imperfect, different phytoplank-

ton types exhibit different Rrs results—some types correlate better to CCI observa-

tions than others—illustrating the sensitivity of the solution to constituent variation.

It is worth noting the inclusion of CDOM improves mean RMSRE across all phyto-

plankton types and wavelengths by 10% , showing that the solution is sensitive to

variation in constituents other than different phytoplankton types. Synechococcus,

low light prochlorococcus, high light prochlorococcus, and large eukaryotes display

relatively small RMSRE across wavelengths compared to the correlations of diatoms

and trichodesimium. Also, Rrs RMB is in different directions for different species

(some species underestimate Rrs and others overestimate it).

These results suggest that there exists an optimal a(λ) and b(λ) that would
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Figure 3.4: Left) The relative mean bias of the Rrs correlation as a percentage for

all CCI wavelengths for each phytoplankton type. Right) The RMSRE of the Rrs

correlation for all CCI wavelengths for each phytoplankton type.

minimize the difference between modeled and observed Rrs across wavelengths.

Based on the directional bias of the different phytoplankton types, that optimal ab-

sorption and scattering structure could be formulated as a composite of the absorp-

tion and scattering of different phytoplankton types. Thus, the species-dependent

RMSRE and directional RMB imply that single phytoplankton type chl-a profiles

are a crude assumption. Likely profiles are composed of a community structure con-

sisting of multiple phytoplankton types at different respective chl-a concentrations

(as is found in nature). This is equivalent to using equations 2.6 and 2.7 instead

of 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Furthermore, true community structure is a function

of space and time, making it such that each CalCOFI cast is composed of different

communities representing distinct observed Rrs values.

The high sensitivity of Rrs to phytoplankton type and the realization of
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the potential existence of an optimal dynamic community structure is the very rea-

son for using Rrs for biogeochemical assimilation. The main challenge here is that

the true community structure is unknown. The cast data does not include obser-

vations of the relative concentrations of different phytoplankton types—hence the

single type chl-a assumption in the first place. This means there is no way to di-

rectly model the impact that accurate community estimation would have on these

results. It is unknown if accurate community estimates would produce accurate

Rrs values. Even without community observations, the results are important. The

main takeaway is that modeled Rrs reflects variation in optical constituents which

demonstrates the model’s utility in biogeochemical model assimilation. However,

without explicit observation of constituent composition and community structure it

is unknown if modeled Rrs accurately reflects constituent dynamics. In other words,

without accurate representation of the first stage of the optical model (absorption

and scattering estimation) it is not clear that modeled Rrs is accurate. Still, the

results demonstrate alignment with observations for certain phytoplankton types.

3.1.4 Chlorophyll-a Correlation

Next, chl-a optical model output is compared to in situ CalCOFI chl-a and

CCI satelite derived chl-a. In order to confidently compare modeled chl-a values

to observations, the implementation of the OCx algortihm is first validated. CCI

provides its own remote sensing derived chl-a product as part of the Rrs data set.

The OCx implementation is validated by computing chl-a from CCI Rrs using the

OCx algorithm and comparing those values to the CCI provided chl-a product. The

comparison is shown in figure 3.5 where it is clear that the two different chl-a formu-

lations correlate well. There is slight disagreement, mainly with the OCx algorithm
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Figure 3.5: Chl-a derived from CCI Rrs using the OCx algorithm (y-axis) compared

to CCI formulated, satellite chl-a (x-axis).

underestimating CCI chl-a. Slight discrepancies are to be expected since an empiri-

cal derivation of the relationship between Rrs and chl-a will vary between the OCx

and CCI method. Overall the methods align, and as a result the implementation of

the OCx algorithm can be used confidently.

The correlation between optically modeled chl-a and in-situ CalCOFI chl-a

is the first to be examined. The correlation for the different phytoplankton types

is shown in figure 3.6. The figure also shows the relative density of the number of

observations for different chl-a bins. It is apparent that each phytoplankton type

produces optically modeled chl-a with a distinct relationship to in situ chl-a. This

comparison also demonstrates that the optical model retrieves similar chl-a values

as were input for certain phytoplankton types. The sensitivity of the correlation

to phytoplankton type further enforces the hypothesis that community estimation

plays a significant role in optical model output. The density plot in 3.6 illustrates

that the majority of in situ observations are less than 1 mgchla m−3. The effect of
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Figure 3.6: Left) The irradiance optically modeled chlorophyll-a, y-axis, compared

to the in situ CalCOFI chlorophyll-a, x-axis, for different phytoplankton types. The

legend provides the best fit line with slope m and intercept b. Right) A histogram

showing the percentage of total in situ CalCOFI observations in different chlorophyll-

a bins.

this density is shown in figure 3.7.a, where for all phytoplankton types, the optical

model underestimates chl-a, showing a difference from what is qualitatively observed

in figure 3.6.

The optical model’s underestimation of in situ chl-a is a significant result

that hints at systemic error in the formulation of chl-a from Rrs. This underesti-

mation strongly correlates with the deviations between OCx and the optical model

shown figure 2.7, specifically for low chl-a values. In figure 2.7, for a given constant

chl-a input, the model returns a Rrs ratio which the OCx algorithm interprets to be

lower than the initial input chl-a value. This is especially true for chl-a values less

than 1 mgChla m−3. The majority of CalCOFI values are also less than 1 mgChla
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Figure 3.7: Left) The correlation statistics for the comparison of modeled

chlorophyll-a to in situ CalCOFI observations. The blue bars represent the RMB

and the grey bars measure the RMSRE. Each phytoplankton type is designated on

the x-axis and has a corresponding set of RMB and RMSRE values. Right) The same

plot as left but for the correlation of the optical model and the CCI chlorophyll-a

m−3 and therefore this systemic underestimation of chl-a by all types is likely the

result of an inherent relationship between the chl-a optical input, the Rrs ratio, and

the OCx algorithm. It has been shown that methods other than the OCx algorithm

provide improved estimates for low chl-a levels (e.g., Hu et al. (2012)). Future im-

plementation of a method like this could improve correlations at low concentrations.

Optically modeled chl-a is also compared to CCI satellite derived chl-a as

shown in figure 3.8. All observations are less than 5 mg Chl-a m−3 with the majority

being between 0-1 mg Chl-a m−3 as shown in the accompanying density plot. It was
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Figure 3.8: Left) The optically modeled chlorophyll-a compared to the CCI satelite

derived chlorophyll-a product for different phytoplankto types. Right) The obser-

vation density histogram displaying the fraction of CCI observations for different

chlorophyll-a bins.

previously shown that the OCx algorithm does a good job estimating CCI derived

chl-a from CCI Rrs. Therefore, the disagreement in modeled and CCI chl-a directly

results from the demonstrated discrepancies in Rrs. Figure 3.7 shows that modeled

chl-a correlates to in situ better than satellite derived chl-a.

The final relationship analyzed is the correlation of CCI chl-a and in situ

CalCOFI chl-a. This relationship is shown in figure 3.9 and shows disagreement

with a RMSRE of 49%, RMB of -7.2%, slope of 0.25, and an r2 of 0.54. This

discrepancy is an important result, as in essence this is the correlation we are aiming

to achieve through our attempts to model Rrs. This relationship represents the

correlation of in situ to satellite data that would be implemented in the current chl-

a based assimilation method. This poor correlation implies potential imperfections

in the match between in situ and satellite data. There are many factors that could
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Figure 3.9: The CCI Chl-a product, y-axis, compared to surface CalCOFI in situ

chl-a. The best fit slope an dintercept are 0.25 and 0.4108 respectively.

contribute to the observed differences. One potential issue is that the designated

satellite grid node to cast position match, even at less than the designated 2 km

distance, is too large. Another possibility is the inaccurate formulation of surface

chl-a with regards to what actually defines the surface of the in situ observations.

The mean surface depth across the 628 CalCOFI casts used is -0.033 meters,

however empirically derived coefficients could result from a variable surface depth

that does not correlate exactly to the surface level used here. Inherent differences

in the comparison of satellite to in situ data has continually been a challenge for

ocean modeling community due to distinct differences between the two observation

methods. Their is a tremendous amount of effort involved in formulating global in

situ and satellite validation data sets, see Werdell & Bailey (2005). Therefore the

observed discrepancies in our highly regional and self formulated optical validation

data are not a suprising result. There are many things that could influence the

potential match-up of satellite and in situ cruise data, regardless of the exact reason,
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the fact that discrepancy exists favors the observed optical model Rrs results.

3.1.5 Summary

The main takeaways from the results presented thus far are as follows. The

optical model Rrs and chl-a are highly sensitive to spectrally resolved absorption and

scattering input profiles. The absorption and scattering profiles, and therefore the

model itself, depend on the assumed phytoplankton type, with some types show-

ing better correlation to observations than others. The high sensitivity of Rrs to

phytoplankton type is an expected by-product of a tool that is to be utilized for

biogeochemical assimilation. Modeled Rrs discrepancies are also wavelength depen-

dent, with improved correlation for smaller wavelengths. Also, different community

types exhibit different directional bias, suggesting that phytoplankton community

structure with the potential for 4-D evolution, as is found in nature, would be of

importance in accurately resolving absorption profiles. The model tends to under-

estimate in situ values of chl-a at low surface concentrations levels. This mimics the

systemic bias shown between the OCx algorithm and model as shown in figure 2.7.

Finally, the differences between satellite and in situ observations of chl-a

provide reason to believe that the model performs better than deduced originally.

The differences illustrate the inherent inaccuracies in comparing in situ to satellite

data. In other words, the optical model results are reasonable, in spite of in situ

disagreement with satellite chl-a.

Using what was learned from comparing the model using in situ input

to satellite observation, specifically motivated by inherent discrepancies between

satellite and in situ data, the remainder of the model validation work is formulated

using fully direct in situ input and output comparisons.
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3.2 OOI Surface Piercing Profiler Validation

For further analysis of the optical model performance, a fully in situ vali-

dation approach is taken. The analysis seeks to validate the first and second stages

of the optical model, absorption and scattering estimates and solving the irradiance

streams respectively.

3.2.1 Data Acquisition

For this validation the extensive set of ocean optics data provided by the

National Science Foundation’s Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) Oregon Shelf

Surface Piercing Profiler Mooring (CE02SHSP)3. As the long name suggests, this

OOI profiler is located on the Continental Shelf just off the Oregon coast, specifi-

cally at 44.6372◦N, 124.299◦ W, and is anchored at a depth of 81m. The profiler

uses various instruments to measure significant biogeochemical quantities, includ-

ing optically important instruments such as a 3-wavelength fluorometer (FLORT),

Spectrophotometer (OPTAA), and Spectral Irradiance (SPKIR). The combination

of these three instruments provides profiles of fluorometric chl-a, beam attenuation,

absorption, and downward spectral irradiance (as well as numerous other measure-

ments). These OOI profiler observations are performed in sets of time series based

deployments, with each deployment lasting around 2 months. In the work that fol-

lows we focus on the use of deployment 15, which extends from August 13th, 2019

to October 14th, 2019 with a total of 49 profiles. The first validation performed is

comparison of modeled absorption and scattering to OOI OPTAA observed fields

over wavelengths. This shows comparisons between modeled and observed spectral

3https://oceanobservatories.org/site/ce02shsp/
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absorption and scattering as well possible corrections to discrepancies. For the sec-

ond validation effort we compare the irradiance fields themselves, namely the total

modeled downward irradiance Ed + Es to that measured by the OOI SPKIR.

3.2.2 Absorption and Scattering

The first stage of the optical model is the estimation of a(λ) and b(λ) from

constituents and their parametrizations. Proper estimation sets the foundation for

an accurate simulation of light dynamics, so comparisons between modeled and

observed a(λ) and b(λ) serve as the starting point for our OOI validation work. The

OOI OPTAA provides a measure of a(λ) and total beam attenuation, c(λ), where

c(λ) represents the sum of a(λ) and b(λ). Thus scattering is simply c(λ) − a(λ).

The OOI absorption (aOOI) and scattering (bOOI) are observed at 85 wavelengths

between 400.3 nm and 735.8 nm. aOOI and bOOI are also processed to remove the

effects of water. In effort to compare directly to the phytoplankton based coefficients

of absorption and scattering—recall α and β (units of m2mgchl−1)—we compute the

following,

αOOI =
aOOI − aCDOM(λ,ChlOOI)

ChlOOI
(3.3)

βOOI =
bOOI

ChlOOI
. (3.4)

The comparison of αphy, βphy and αOOI, βOOI is provided in figure 3.10.

The figure shows the mean of αOOI and βOOI over all 49 profiles (ᾱOOI and β̄OOI), as

well as the region between its 20%-80% quantiles and the region between is extrema.

αphy and βphy are shown on the same figure for different types.

Figure 3.10 shows that the βphy agrees well with β̄OOI and is on order of

magnitude for most types. Absorption on the other hand shows significant disagree-
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Figure 3.10: Top) The black line shows the mean OOI absorption as a function of

wavelength for deployment 15. The grey shading shows the OOI absorption extent

between the 20% and 80 % quantiles. The tan shading shows the maximum and

minimum extent of OOI absorption. The colored lines correspond to the modeled

absorption for different single species approximations. Bottom) Same as top, but

for scattering instead of absorption.

ment. In particular, αphy underestimates ᾱOOI by about 2-4 orders of magnitude.

This underestimation reflects the difficulty in resolving all optically significant con-

stituents. The fact that ᾱOOI is underestimated while β̄OOI compares well specifically

hints that CDOM is not being properly resolved. CDOM only effects total absorp-

tion and not scattering as shown in Dutkiewicz et al. (2015). Disagreement between

between αphy and ᾱOOI is largest at short wavelengths. This discrepancy a short

wavelengths further supports an underestimation of CDOM since CDOM absorption

is largest at short wavelengths and decays with increasing wavelength as shown in

Kitidis et al. (2013). Finally, the OOI CE02SHSP site is just under 20km West from
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the mouth of the Yaquina Bay which could provide a terrestrial source of CDOM,

making for levels higher than approximated by equation 2.9.

To test this CDOM underestimation hypothesis we attempt a different

CDOM approximation by using a CDOM-specific absorption following Dutkiewicz

et al. (2015). This method gives absorption due to CDOM as,

aCDOM(λ) = aCDOM0(λ0)e
(−SCDOM(λ−λ0)), (3.5)

where aCDOM0(λ0) is the CDOM specific absorption at reference wavelength λ0. The

spectral slope, following Dutkiewicz et al. (2015), is taken from Kitidis et al. (2013)

and is SCDOM = 0.021 nm−1. We take aCDOM0(λ0) to be,

aCDOM0(λ0) = fa[atotal(λ0)− awat(λ0)] = faaOOI(λ0), (3.6)

where fa represents the fraction of water free absorption that is composed of CDOM.

Dutkiewicz et al. (2015) estimates the evolution of CDOM absorption using a “CDOM-

like tracer” and a constant aCDOM0(λ0).

Using equation 3.5 with fa = 0.85 and λ0 = 400 the ᾱOOI is recalculated

and the resulting comparison is shown in figure 3.11. The differences between ᾱOOI

and αphy are significantly lessened using this approach.

This method works because of access to a(OOI), without such explicit ob-

servations, as in the biogeochemical model, this method can not be used. Attempts

were made to formulate this method for use without an observed absorption field

using an empirically derived ratio of aCDOM to the sum of awat and aphy, but it pro-

duced similar results as the chl-a based approach in eqaution 2.9. Another effort was

made following Baird (2010) by estimating aCDOM as a function of salinity but this,

again, underestimated aCDOM at similiar values of the chl-a based method. While

the chl-a method (and others) underestimated aCDOM at the OOI CE02SHSP site,
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Figure 3.11: αphy (colored lines) compared to ᾱOOI (black line), 20%-80% quantiles

(grey shading), and extrema (tan shading). Modeled absorption here is computed

using the updated reference absorption based algorithm in equation 3.5.

they all provide an important improvement over not including CDOM at all. Moti-

vated by the possible underestimation of CDOM at OOI CE02SHSP the sensitivity

of the CalCOFI and CCI validation to CDOM levels was tested.

CCI and CalCOFI CDOM Sensitivity

In section 3.1 it was shown that using CDOM from equation 2.9 decreased

mean Rrs RMSRE deviation across wavelengths and phytoplankton types by 10.1%

from 160.7% with no CDOM to 144.52% with CDOM. After finding that CDOM was

underestimated at OOI CE02SHSP site, the sensitivity of the CalCOFI and CCI Rrs

model correlation was tested with increased CDOM absorption levels. The average

RMSRE results from these tests are provided in table 3.1. It is apparent from

the results that increasing CDOM levels provides improvement to mean RMSRE

correlation to a limit. This shows that modeled CDOM absorption is likely being

underestimated in the CalCOFI domain as well as at OOI CE02SHSP.
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CDOM Level Mean RMSRE (All Wavelengths and All Types)

0aCDOM 160.7%

aCDOM 144.5 %

3aCDOM 129.3 %

6aCDOM 121.1 %

12aCDOM 117.3 %

24aCDOM 119.2 %

Table 3.1: The sensitivity of modeled mean Rrs RMSRE across wavelngths and

phytoplankton types for the CCI and CalCOFI validation data.

Summary

There are two main takeaways from these results, noting that results are in

the context of OOI site CE02SHSP. The first is that current modeled scattering fields

correlate well with observations but could further benefit from dynamic community

estimates. The second is that modeled absorption fields significantly underestimate

observed absorption. This is shown to primarily result from the underestimation

of absorption due to CDOM, but other unresolved constituents likely impact the

underestimation as well.

Overall, it has been shown that the absorption and scattering estimation

stage of the optical model is highly prone to error as a result of the difficulties

resolving important optical constituents and dynamic phytoplankton community

structure. In order to properly test other two subsequent stages of the model, it is

necessary to remove the inherent uncertainty in the first absorption and scattering

estimation stage. This can be achieved by modeling the light field with OOI observed
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Figure 3.12: a)Profile comparing observed and modeled downwelling irradiance,

Ed + Es. The modeled irradiance fields are shown as dashed lines and the ob-

served irradiance field is shown as solid lines. Different wavelengths are plotted with

colors corresponding to their wavelength. b) Normalized Ed stream from model. c)

Normalized Es stream from model. c) Normalized Eu stream from model.

absorption and scattering profiles as performed in the following section.

3.2.3 Spectral Irradiance

Using OOI observed total absorption and scattering, aOOI and bOOI, as

input into the optical model we can compare the modeled downward irradiance

E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) directly to OOI in situ measured downward irradiance, E(d+s)OOI
.

Using aOOI and bOOI essentially skips the estimates of the first stage of the optical

model, therby giving confidence that the resulting irradiance discrepancies are influ-

enced by irradiance model imperfections only. The comparison of E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI)

to E(d+s)OOI
is used to validate our implementation of the three stream model and

its accuracy in solving for the downward streams.
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It is important to note that we add back the effects of water into aOOI

and bOOI. The bbOOI
is not explicitly observed, therefore it must be solved for. In

order to avoid assuming a phytoplankton type for bbOOI
which is necessary when

using an ESD approach as in equation 2.8, we follow Morel et al. (2002) and assume

backscatter as a function of chl-a in the following manner,

bbOOI
= bbw + bOOI [0.002 + (0.01(0.5− 0.25 log10(ChlOOI)))] . (3.7)

This approach produces bbOOI
similar in value as the ESD method but with chl-a

dependence instead of ESD.

Only two of the three streams are directly validated because OOI SPKIR

measures the downward irradiance, but not upwelling. This being said, the coupling

of Es and Eu in the three stream model means that the Eu solution indirectly influ-

ences the comparison. Finally, the model is solved using OOI downward irradiance

at the surface as the initial value instead of the normalized irradiances previously

used, see section 2.3. The ratio of Es0/Ed0 used remains the same (Ed0 = 0.7 and

Es0 = 0.3).

Figure 3.12 shows a downward irradiance profile comparison between the

solution of the optical model, E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI), and the irradiance observed by

OOI, E(d+s)OOI
, for wavelengths 443, 560, and 665. For each wavelength E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI)

agrees well with E(d+s)OOI
. Modeled irradiance at 443nm shows the most deviation

from observations. The normalized Eu from model is shown in 3.12.d (separate nor-

malized downwelling streams Ed and Es are shown in 3.12.b and 3.12.c respectively).

The profile comparison between E(d+s)OOI
, E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI), and model

irradiance using modeled absorption and scattering (single phytoplankton type and

chl-a based CDOM estimates), E(d+s)(a, b), is shown in figure 3.13. E(d+s)(a, b)
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Figure 3.13: The profiles of downward irradiance computed in different ways. The

black line corresponds to the measured OOI irradiance. The black dashed line shows

the modeled downward irradiance using OOI observed absorption and scattering for

input. The colored dashed lines show the model result using modeled absorption

and scattering from chl-a profiles. Each color dashed line corresponds to a different

phytoplankton type in the legend. Three different wavelengths are plotted including

443 nm (left), 560 nm (center), and 665 nm (right).

shows significantly larger irradiance at depth than both E(d+s)OOI
and E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI)

for wavelengths 443 nm and 560 nm and for all phytoplankton types. This agrees

with the observed underestimation of modeled absorption in section 3.2.2. The re-

lationship between underestimated absorption leading to over estimated irradiance

is apparent from the equation 2.1 where a decrease in absorption subsequently de-

creases the decay rate of the Ed. For 665 nm the modeled absorption and scattering

fields correlate well with the observed irradiance. This correlation at 665 nm is

thought to result from the domination of absorption due to water at long wave-

lengths (Nelson & Siegel, 2013). The dominance of water at 665 nm decreases the
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Figure 3.14: a) Relative bias between E(d+s)OOI
and E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI). The black

circles represent the 1% light level for E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) and the white circles

represent the 1% light level for E(d+s)OOI
b) Relative bias between E(d+s)OOI

and

E(d+s)(a, b) for generic coefficients. The black circles represent the 1% light level for

E(d+s)(a, b) and the white circles represent the 1% light level for E(d+s)OOI

influence of inaccuracies in estimated constituent absorption and hence the correla-

tion of E(d+s)(a, b) to both E(d+s)OOI
and E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) at 665 nm.

In figure 3.14.a we show a time series validation of the model by computing

the relative bias between E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) and E(d+s)OOI
. Figure 3.14.a shows a

similar time series but with the relative bias between E(d+s)(a, b) and E(d+s)OOI
,

with E(d+s)(a, b) calculated using the generic phytoplankton type (recall this is the

mean absorption of all other types at every wavelength). Both figures show the

correspondence of the modeled and observed euphotic zone (1% light level) positions
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for each profile in the time series. For both plots, the relative bias is highest in the

upper-most 20m which corresponds to the high irradiance dynamics in that portion

of the vertical domain.

Figure 3.14.a shows that E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) accurately solves the downward

irradiance field with the maximum discrepancy from E(d+s)OOI
less than than 20%

all profiles except one which shows a -30% relative bias. E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI) tends

to underestimate downward irradiance with this systemic error designated by the

negative bias found in 92% of profiles. The 1% light level for E(d+s)(aOOI, bOOI)

and E(d+s)OOI
correlate considerably well with less than 2 m difference in vertical

position across profiles. The model underestimates the magnitude of the 1% light

level as a result of an underestimated downward irradiance field with 1.7 m mean

difference across profiles.

On the other hand 3.14.b shows comparatively large deviations of E(d+s)(a, b)

from E(d+s)OOI
. The relative bias from observations ranges from a 20%-40% max-

imum for 67% of profiles. E(d+s)(a, b) overestimates the downward irradiance field

across the deployment. The significance of this overestimation is well illustrated by

the large differences in euphotic zone positions. The mean difference in 1% light

level between E(d+s)(a, b) from E(d+s)OOI
is -9.34 m.

It is clear from these results and a qualitative analysis of figure 3.14 that the

optical model using observed absorption and scattering produces accurate solutions

of downward direct irradiance. It was also shown that using single phytoplankton

type and chl-a formulated CDOM based absorption and scattering estimations as

input produced significantly less accurate results.
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4

Conclusions

The main purpose of this work was to formulate, implement, and test the

forward modeling of a radiative transfer model in the ocean to determine its poten-

tial for biogeochemical data assimilation of remote sensing reflectance data, Rrs(λ),

in the CCS. It was shown that the optical model can be separated into three distinct

stages: estimation of absorption and scattering from observations and parametriza-

tions of optically important constituents, solving the radiative transfer equations,

and translating the resulting irradiance field to Rrs and chl-a. The implemented

methods for each stage were described in detail in chapter 2. This included the

implementation of a three-stream irradiance model to solve constituent-dependent

irradiance fields using two different numerical methods which are compared to an

analytical solution (derived under the assumption of constant absorption and scat-

tering). The shooting up method using a logarithmic and HA dependent vertical

grid was found to be the best numerical approach due to its computational efficiency,

ease of implementation, comparable accuracy, and adaptability. The ratio of the re-

sulting downward and upward streams can be translated into Rrs for comparison
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with satellite data using methods well supported by literature.

After formulating and implementing the optical model, it was tested using

CalCOFI cast in situ input data to compare modeled Rrs to CCI satellite obser-

vations. These comparisons aim to validate all three stages of the model at once.

In effort to separate and validate the first two of the three stages individually, OOI

profiler data from the CE02SHSP site was also used.

The validation results and subsequent conclusions are addressed in the or-

der that they occur in the optical model—starting with absorption and scattering,

and ending with Rrs. OOI profiler data showed that observed scattering is on the

same order of magnitude as most modeled phytoplankton types, but model estimates

significantly underestimate absorption at site CE02SHSP. The underestimation of

absorption is found, at least in part, to result from the underestimation of modeled

CDOM. Through a set of CDOM sensitivity tests it was also shown that CDOM is

likely underestimated in modeled absorption of CalCOFI cast data as well. While

the chl-a based CDOM formulation in equation 2.9 tends to underestimate CDOM

in these two cases, it still offers improvement to results without CDOM. Rrs re-

sults are highly sensitive to the choice of phytoplankton type and a type-dependent

directional bias suggests that more accurate representations of phytoplankton com-

munity structure could improve absorption and scattering estimations and overall

model results.

The irradiance model produced accurate downward irradiance fields when

using OOI-observed absorption and scattering profiles, giving confidence in the

model equations and the numerical implementation. Irradiance fields produced with

estimated (rather than observed) absorption and scattering demonstrate significantly

less accurate results. Therefore, correctly estimated absorption and scattering fields
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are the primary predictor of optical model accuracy.

Assuming single phytoplankton type chl-a the optical model produces Rrs

values that correlate well with satellite-observed Rrs for certain phytoplankton types

and poorly for others. Modeled chl-a shows better agreement with in situ chl-a than

with satellite-derived chl-a. However, disagreement of the model to both in situ and

satellite chl-a suggests that there are inaccuracies in the modeled ratio of blue to

green Rrs input to the OCx algorithm. This is potentially a result an imperfect

directional-dependence of surface irradiance, i.e., unresolved variation in Es0/Ed0

from atmospheric influences. In situ surface chl-a to satellite chl-a observations did

not correlate well, which illustrates a broader challenge of relating satellite remote

sensing estimates with in situ values (e.g., due to mismatch in satellite averaging

scales with small-scale phytoplankton variability in the ocean). Using the fact that

optical model accuracy is primarily dependent on absorption and scattering, I argue

that Rrs accuracy can be improved with community structure and enhanced CDOM

estimations. If absorption and scattering issues are resolved, I believe that the optical

model can be used for data assimilation of Rrs in confidence that it will reflect Rrs

response to dynamic community structure the same or better than the surface chl-a

based approach.

4.1 Moving forward

It was shown that accurate representation of the absorption and scattering

fields is the primary predictor of optical model accuracy. Therefore, the most im-

mediately achievable improvement to the optical model is more accurately resolving

the absorption and scattering of the modeled water column. This includes properly
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resolving community structure, formulation of accurate CDOM estimates, inclusion

of detritus, the possible addition of other optically important phytoplankton types,

and ensuring that coefficients of absorption and scattering for currently used types

are accurate.

I induced that improved absorption and scattering estimates would improve

Rrs correlation to satellite. Future work should explicitly test if this is the case. This

could be achieved through the use of observed absorption and scattering profiles and

comparing the resulting Rrs to satellite. This was attempted with OOI deployment

15, but very few (less than 5) profiles were matched to a satellite observation. This

is thought to be the result of the significant cloud cover of coastal Oregon. Further

work might seek OOI validation data over many deployments.

A better estimation of the variability of the diffuse and downward direct

ratio on wavelength and atmospheric conditions could also provide important im-

provements to the model. This could be acheived with optical model coupling to

a atmospheric model, or even a parametrization of the general relationship of the

directional ratio to wavelength would be an improvement.

Implementation of oligotrophic style ocean color algorithm for the deriva-

tion of low level chl-a concentrations from Rrs is another possible inclusion, although

it would only aid chl-a estimates not Rrs, see Hu et al. (2012).

Once the above steps have been taken, the optical light model could be

adopted for the biogeochemical model assimilation of Rrs data.
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